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Archinteriors for Unreal Engine vol. 12 presents five interior scenes inspired by museums and art galleries. Each  
scene encapsulates the essence of contemporary art spaces, featuring diverse zones that define the modern exhibition 
experience. Illuminated by Lumen, these scenes achieve a blend of exceptional performance, lighting quality, and 
adaptability. The modular interiors are  reusable in your creative projects, providing a versatile toolkit.  Collection includes 
40 animated shots made in Unreal Engine Sequencer, adding a dynamic dimension to your virtual art showcase.
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Archinteriors for Unreal Engine vol. 12 presents five interior scenes inspired by museums and art galleries. Each  
scene encapsulates the essence of contemporary art spaces, featuring diverse zones that define the modern exhibition 
experience. Illuminated by Lumen, these scenes achieve a blend of exceptional performance, lighting quality, and 
adaptability. The modular interiors are  reusable in your creative projects, providing a versatile toolkit.  Collection includes 
40 animated shots made in Unreal Engine Sequencer, adding a dynamic dimension to your virtual art showcase.
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